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What is Prospec�ng?

Prospecting is the first step in the sales process, which consists of identify-
ing potential customers, aka prospects.

The goal of prospecting is to develop a database of likely customers and 
then systematically communicate with them for converting them from po-
tential customer to current customer.

What a Customer wants

1. Just give me the facts – No long-drawn answers

2. Tell me the truth—(and don’t use the word “honestly”—it makes me
     nervous about your offering)

3. I want an ethical Sales person

4. Give me a good reason why your offering is perfect for me and better
     than other available options

5. Show me some proof of what you say

6. Show me I am not alone. Tell me about a similar situation where 
     someone like me succeeded

7. Ask me the right questions. It gives me the confidence that your care for
     my business

8. Tell me and show me how you will serve after you sell to me

9. Tell me and show me your price is fair via-a-vis the benefits that I am  
     getting

10. Show me the best way to pay – a few alternatives
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Effec�ve Prospec�ng Prac�ces

5-Point Prepara�on for a Customer mee�ng / Call
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1. The Right Offer

2. Targeting 
Right person in 
Right company

3. Value in 
every Touch

4. Funnel Volume 
& Velocity

5. Multiple 
Relationships

6. Focus on Time

1. RESONANCE

2. KNOWLEDGE

3. RELATIONSHIP

4. MEMORABLE

5. NEXT STEPS
Research on your Customer Be 
clear on how to resonate with 
the different stakeholders 

study, reference etc.) and build 

Be memorable with your 
collateral style, personal touch, 
humour

Have a couple of alternate 
Roadmaps



How to achieve exponen�al Sales growth: SaleX approach

SaleX: Power of Mul�plier effect
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Accelerated Sales
(Brand / Channel driven)

Incremental Sales
(Price driven)

Accelerated Sales
(Benefits driven)
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What you are selling

Pipeline Management Channel Offerings Market

No. of 
Quali-
fied 
Leads In 
a year

Current Status 1500 20 % 1 300 2 600 6004 2 6002 1 60022

Increase /
Decrease 

1.1 1.1 1.48 1.631 1.1 1 21

New Status
(Calculated)

1650 22 %

1.1 0.9 1.1 1.79 3.58

0.9 403 2.2 888 9784 2.2 12.2 1,074 42 2,148

Conver-
sion %

Sales 
Cycle in 
Months

No. of 
Order 
size in 
Lacs INR

Average 
order 
size in 
Lacs INR

Add 
sales 
channel 
/reseller

Add 
sales 
referral

Book-
ings in 
Lacs INR

Add 
comple-
mentary 
offering

Add new 
offerings

Bookings 
in Lacs 
INR

Add 
customer 
segment

New 
Geogra-
phies

Bookings 
in Lacs 
INR

Book-
ings in 
Lacs INR

Objective: Grow bookings from Rs. 6 Cr to Rs. 21 Cr in 4 steps (can be sequential or simultaneous)



Cold Calling �ps

Objective

1. Earn Right & Respect to carry on the conversation.

2. Create interest for further discussion….engage the prospect

3. Obtain a specific next step (a conference call, a date, a demo etc.). 
     Specify the agenda

Be Prepared (in the fewest words)

What do I sell? How do my customers benefit (functional, commercial, 
emotional) when they buy my products /services?
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Keep in mind

• Speak slowly. In short sentences
• Maximize every word, syllable and pause
• The opening statement is not meant to close a prospect
• Never use industry jargon or unnecessary thousand dollar words
• Avoid vagueness

Example 1

ABC is an employee-centric digital platform for all People Operations 
that can reduce the time spent on Operations by 50%.
You can say Goodbye to tracking work through emails and have all the 
required information in one place to take business decisions and get 
impactful analytics.

No other platform brings operations, collaboration and analytics              
together like we do.

Power Statement (Elevator pitch)

A statement that makes your offering outstanding (differentiated), rele-
vant, credible, understandable and buyable



Words to consider using in your Conversation and Voicemail

• Maximize, increase, grow (sales, customer retention, productivity etc.)
• Minimize, reduce, decrease, eliminate (expenses, customer service 
    challenges, diversions etc.)
• Profit from
• Specific, specifically
• Save, conserve
• Accumulate, acquire
• Prevent
• Fully
• Immediate, now
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Ques�ons / Phrases to avoid in your Opening statement

• How are you today?
• I would like to learn a little more about your business to 
   determine……………
• We are the leading provider of………………
• We work with several of your competitors………..
• I would like to see if there are some ways we might work together……
• Is now a good time to talk?
• Did I catch you in a wrong time?

Example 2

Hi, I am Bob Smith from XYZ Company. We manufacture WaterLite, a 
commercial grade water purification system that dramatically reduces 
the content of impurities in drinking water by 99.5%
Our clients like GE, Coca Cola and Infosys appreciate our patented 
osmotic process that uses one-third the power of a traditional water      
purifier, while reducing the installation space to half.



SAVINGS: Hi [first name]…This is [your name] from [ company name].. We 
deliver [product/ service] which might be able to save you more than x % 
on your [whatever] expenses. Would you be interested in discussing how it 
might benefit you?
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In B2B scenario, on an average — a Sales person makes 52 dials, has 8     
conversa�ons, has an op�on to leave 44 voicemails — every day

• 80% of calls go to voicemail, and 90% of first-time voicemails are never
   returned.
• The average voicemail response rate is 4.8%.
• The average sales rep makes 1.7 and 2.1 attempts to reach a prospect by 
    phone, before giving up
• 8-12 contact attempts over a 10-14 day period is the optimal strategy to 
    maximize the value of every lead.
• A well-crafted voicemail can improve response rates by 3% to 20%

RISK : Hi [first name]… This is [your name] from [ company name].. We    
provide [product/service] to help people [minimize, maximize, prevent 
etc.] [something of importance]…. I am calling to see if this might be help-
ful to [you / your clients]

EFFICIENCY: Hi [first name]…This is [your name] from [ company name].. 
We help companies fully profit from their existing resources through our 
[product / service] that [does/has/have whatever differentiating point or 
feature]…. I am calling to see if you would be interested in discussing how 
it might help you [whatever] efforts/ initiatives…

Voicemail �ps

Objec�ves of Voicemail:

• Get a call back AND advance the sales call
• Make the prospect more likely to take your next call



Should I leave a Voice message ?
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YES — But don’t be a pest. Twice in a week is fine.
The message must be Clear, Creative, Concise (20 to 30 seconds)

Why Voicemails fail:

Unprepared Salesperson, Unclear Objective articulation, Unrehearsed 
message

DIRECT: Hi {Prospect’s Name} this is {Your Name} with {Your Company}.
I’m calling because I have an idea on how to possibly help you avoid {spe-
cifics of common pain}. Just wanted to see if it would make sense for us to 
have a quick conversation to find out more. I can be reached at {Your 
Number}.
Again, my name is {Your Name}, with {Your Company} at {Your Number}. 
Thanks {Prospect’s Name}

COMPETITION: Hi {Prospect’s Name} this is {Your Name} with {Your       
Company}.
We recently helped {Competitor 1}, {Competitor 2} and {Competitor 3} 
avoid{common pain} while at the same time improved{desired benefit}. 
Just wanted to see if this might be something you would possibly be           
interested in knowing more.
Again, my name is {Your Name}, with {Your Company} at {Your                  
Number}.Thanks {Prospect’s Name}

A Sales person may blow the Voicemail in 2 ways:

1. He / she may not leave a message at all
2. He / she may leave a message that kills sales



SAMPLE E-MAIL (Compe��on): Hi {Prospect’s Name},
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A�er leaving a Voicemail, send a follow-up mail the next day Hi {Pros-
pect’s Name},

Subject : Voicemail
Decision-makers are more likely to open an email with the subject line 
“Voicemail” because they want to be sure they didn’t miss anything.

• 92% of all customer interactions happen over the phone, according to 
    The Brevet Group.
• 80% of sales require 5 follow-up calls after a first meeting. 44% of sales 
    reps give up after one follow-up.

Keep in mind:Hi {Prospect’s Name},

Hi {Prospect’s Name},
Yesterday, I left you a voice message regarding how we recently helped 
competitor 1, 2, and 3 eliminate {common pain} and gain {desired        
benefit}. Just wanted to see if it made sense for us to have a quick        
conversation. I can be reached at {your number}.
Thanks,{
Your Name}

REFERENCE: Hi {Prospect’s Name} this is {Your Name} with {Your             
Company}.
I was speaking with {Referral Name} over at {Referral’s Company Name} 
regarding how we helped him/her reduce {common pain/concern} and 
he/she mentioned that I should give you a call to get your opinion on this 
strategy.
Again, my name is {Your Name}, with {Your Company} at {Your                   
Number}.Thanks {Prospect’s Name}
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1. Target audience & Right database: Be clear about your target audience 
and compile the right database
2. E-mail cadence: Depending on your target audience, think and decide on 
your E-mail cadence
3. Subject line: Must be short, relevant and compelling. Else your mail will 
remain un-opened
4. Be clear: If your prospect does not understand what you are talking 
about, that prospect will simply delete your email.
5. Craft your message: It is far too easy to type something quickly and then 
hit ‘send.’ Take time to craft your email and focus it on how you help your 
customers, challenges you resolve for customers and/or outcomes you’re 
able to achieve for customers.

Click here to schedule  Your free 60-minute consultation. Let’s build 
something great together.

E-Mail campaign �ps

Prospecting emails vs. marketing emails. There is a huge difference 
between marketing emails and prospecting emails. Marketing emails are 
emails that are sent out to large email lists—that is, one communication 
going to many.
Prospecting email is a communication from a human being going to anoth-
er individual human being. Personalization is the key.

If you want to learn more about the best ways to improve your company's 
sales, one of the best things you can do is talk to someone who has helped 
companies scale up their sales figure for decades. 
Bizwin consultants are ready to guide you to set business targets, oversee 
the execution and hand-hold you to achieve the outcomes.


